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With the development of information technology in Police operations, The 
construction of the police management system information is Accelerating，along 
with hardware accelerated pace of police agencies, Ministry of Public Security put 
on the agenda of optimizing police management system, Police management 
information technology is a very important part of Public Security information 
section . The one of the prominent and highly representative of the problem is that 
the Police car management. Because police car must be distributing in time, and 
accurate, well documented, and clear location, the only in this way we can fully 
Service police work , so the police car management information technology has 
become very important. It is necessary to build up the police vehicle management 
system .it Directly relate to the Law enforcement and Maintain social stability. 
This study concentrates on the optimizing police car management system. We 
take vehicle of the police station as Empirical Study. Based on introducing in the 
study of the current status of the police car managed domestic and foreign police 
system combing the information management perspective of Business management, 
we get full use of Management and Process Science. Take summarize of current 
police station and police bureau car management system. Introduce the current 
police car dispatch and management. Summarize the advantages of the current 
management system. And find out the defect of it. Confirming the cause of 
defect .Seeking for the cause of defect and find out Measures and methods to solve 
it .  
At the same time get full use of Network technology and Computer Technology 
such kinds of Things technology gradually realize system Design and Development. 
and then make Feasibility Analysis and Requirements Analysis. Achieve normal  
operation of the system. Including Function module design and user Interface design 
overall architecture design database design. Develop a system for the future police 
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